commercialization requires the assent of numerous patent holders.
We believe that the
Other nutritional enhancements
distinctions between of grains and crops are possible and
perhaps beneficial. More than 30% of
ccconventional”and the
Earth’s population is adversely
affected by iron deficiencies in
“nonconventional”
diets. The soybean gene for
agriculture are likely their
phytoferritin was introduced as a
to blur in the future, transgene, creating rice lines with
times the iron content of
and production will three
untransformed rice (Goto et al.
become more sus1999; Gura 1999). Beta-caroteneand
iron-containing rice are hartainable, as growers bingers
of the complicated
integrate the greatly transgenic crop constructions that
can be engineered to meet critical
expanding knowlnutritional needs.
edge base of biologiOne of the characteristics of
California’s
dynamic, highly comcal processes such
petitive agricultural industry is
as pest dynamics
that it continually renews itself, infusing
productive new ideas and
and soil microbeinnovation from both public-sector
plant interactions
and private-sector efforts (see p.
72).
As we move into the coming
with modern crop
century, it will be ever more imbiotechnology.
portant for continued public funding of the land-grant university.
uc must continue its missions in teaching,
research and extension to further develop
the knowledge base that will be necessary
to meet the challenges facing our agricultural production system.

The guest editors gratefully acknowledge
coniments from Belinda Martineau and
the anonymous reviewers of the papers
included in this issue of California
Agriculture.
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